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TRIPLE CROWN CODE OF CONDUCT
Welcome to the 2022 Triple Crown Series.
This package is an essential read for participants to acquire a comprehensive understanding of all aspects of the series
which includes all three disciplines , Arenacross (AXTOUR), Supercross (SXTOUR), and Motocross (MXTOUR).
Professional Obligations
All participants in this event are required to attend any promotional media events as requested by Jetwerx Inc.
Triple Crown Code of Conduct
This Triple Crown Series is a national event that is representative of the Canadian Motocross Industry. Accordingly, any
conduct negatively impacting the industry and/or the series, may result in discipline that will be administered at the sole
discretion of Jetwerx Inc.
Social Media
Due to the high impact social media has on public perception, Jetwerx Inc. views any negative publicity resulting from
this communication format as a serious infraction of the Triple Crown Code of conduct.
Code of conduct discipline may be in the form of written reprimands, fines, suspension or outright ban from the series.

Pro Series

WMX / PreMix Series

Race Weekend Details

SXTOUR
Race day Schedule TBD

AXTOUR
Race day Schedule TBD
AXTOUR Race Format
Qualifiers - Timed qualifying - (2) 6 mins
Top 10 riders in each 250 / 450 Class will advance to “A” Main
Remaining 250/450 riders will be in “B” Main - 12 riders total
‘A’ Main - 2 main events - Each MAIN will count towards Series POINTS
250 - 15 laps - Combined Main points to determine Overall
450 - 20 laps - Combined Main points to determine Overall

SXTOUR Race Format
Qualifiers - Timed qualifying - (2) 6 mins
Top 12 riders in each 250 / 450 Class will advance to “A” Main
Remaining 250/450 riders will be in “B” Final - 15 riders total
Riders in the Top 10 of Triple Crown points will receive a Provisional gate position if
issues happen in Qualifying.

‘A’ Main - 2 Main Events - Each MAIN will count towards Series POINTS
250 - 12 laps - Combined Main points to determine Overall
450 - 15 laps - Combined Main points to determine Overall

‘B’ Main - Each MAIN will have SERIES points (see Points Breakdown pg.12)
Combined 250 Pro and 450 Pro riders, that failed to qualify for ‘A’ Main
B Main - 10 laps
**Full qualifying breakdown below on next page

‘B’ Main - Each MAIN will have SERIES points (see Points Breakdown pg
12)
Combined 250 and 450 Pro riders, that failed to qualify for ‘A’ Main
B Main - 10 laps
**Full qualifying breakdown below on next page

Pro Entry fee :
$125 per class
ALL ENTRIES WILL BE DONE ONLINE

Pro Entry fee :
$125 per class
ALL ENTRIES WILL BE DONE ONLINE

Qualifying breakdown for Mains (AX/SX)
250 and 450 Pro classes
●
●
●
●
●

One Timed Qualifiers during the Day Program will determine the Top (10 - AX) (12 - SX) riders for the “A Main”
Riders that fail to Qualify into the “A Main” in their respected class, will be placed in the “B Main” for the night show making a 12 rider gate.
“B Main” will be a race combined of 250 and 450 riders
If there is more than 12 riders, Day time 250 and 450 Heat races will take place to determine the Top 6 riders in both 250 and 450 classes to go to the “B Main”
Riders in the Top 10 of the Triple Crown Championship will receive a provisional if issues arise during Timed Qualifying

MXTOUR Race Format
WMX / PREMIX Race format
One Practice / Qualifying Session per round.
1 Hot lap for both motos

Motos
WMX - (2) Motos - 25min + 1 lap
PreMix - (2) Motos - 15min + 1 lap
* Combined Moto points to determine Overall

Qualifying - 250/450 - (Qualifying and Practice combined )
Riders in the Top 10 of Triple Crown points will receive a Provisional gate position if issues happen in
Qualifying. **Only one provisional per tour will be accepted for riders.
Motos 250 - (2) Motos - 25min + 2 laps - Combined Moto points to determine Overall
450 - (2) Motos - 30min + 2 laps - Combined Moto points to determine Overall
** “Sprint 15” 3 x 15min + 2 laps both classes.
RIDERS in 250 or 450 Class not making the Top 40 in qualifying, will have a B Main (15min +1 Lap)

Championships

MXTOUR parking

West and East Championships for both classes, all riders will be
able to race both coast, and compete for both championships.
Top 10 numbers will be decided per coast, and 10-20th (WMX only)
Numbers determined on combined East/West points.

All pit parking is pre-assigned. Move-in is to take place on the Thursday/Friday of the National weekend at
the times listed below. All rental /extra vehicles to be parked in public parking area. Factory Rigs will be set
in the Pro Paddock, Privateer Pros will fill the remaining space of the Paddock.
Factory Teams - 11am
All Pro Riders - 1pm (Privateer Pro, WMX and PreMix class racers)
Amateur Riders - 4pm

Premix is not mandatory to Run Top 10 number, but suggested.

Pro Entry fee: $125 per class ALL ENTRIES WILL BE DONE ONLINE

Points per Moto / Main Event
POINTS SYSTEM: Points awarded per moto at MRC Pro Nationals are 25 points for first, 22 points for second, 20 points for third, etc (see schedule
below). The rider accumulating the most points after both motos is the overall class winner. In case of a tie, the winner is the rider with the better finishing
position in the final moto.
For every SX Main event and every MX Moto, the below points will be rewarded, regardless of the length of moto or main.
Points per moto will be based on the following point schedule:

Pos
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

Points
25
22
20
18
16
15
14
13
12
11

11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Eligibility

Procedure to Obtain a Pro License

450 - Open to all MRC Pro’s, AMA Pro or A ranked riders only. Out of Canada
participants must submit proof of Pro ranked status when applying for a Pro license.

All Canadian residents must be ranked as a MRC Pro or Intermediate to
compete in the 250 Pro/Am class, or 450 Pro class. Intermediate racers
refer to MRC rule book under advancement on how obtain Pro only license
or Pro Credential.

250 - Open to all riders with the exception of:
• Two-time 250 or former 450 Canadian MXTOUR champions within 5 years
of their last title
• AMA Pro riders Finishing top 10 Overall in the Outdoor Nationals for past 3
years (250 & 450 class)
• AMA Pro riders Finishing top 10 Overall in Supercross series for past 3
years ( 450 class)
• AMA Pro/ FIM GP’s riders claiming championships in the past 5 years
• FIM MXGP riders (MX1/MX2) finishing the season top 10
WMX - Open to women 14 years of age and older, Competent to be racing on a
National caliber track. Must race either 125cc - 250cc two stroke or a 250cc four
stroke.
Premix - Open to all riders 12 years of age and older, Competent to be racing on a
National caliber track. Must race either 100cc - 150cc two stroke.
All participants must hold a full 2022 MRC License in order to compete in their
respective class. Licenses can be purchased on-site, however it is recommended
one is purchased in advance in order to receive an assigned racing number.

For out of country riders, you must have a minimum of an AMA “A or B”
(Equivalent of a MRC Pro or Intermediate ranking) license to compete in
the 250 Pro/Am class. For the 450 class, a minimum of an AMA A/Pro
license (Equivalent of a MRC Pro) is required. Listed are the steps to take
to acquire a MRC Pro/Expert license.

Online
1.

2.

Go to MRC Racing site orTriple Crown Site and click on “Pro
Membership” and follow directions, fill out all proper information
and follow the steps to complete registration.
When completed you will receive email confirmation. Our Staff will
review your information and be processed.

***Must obtain a MRC Pro or Intermediate License to be able to Enter any
event
***Intermediate Riders (AMA B riders) will not be able to apply for a Pro
License or Credential

2022 MXTour Payout ($12,500 per race)

2022 SXTour/AXtour Payout ($8,500 per race)

450 Pro paid per Overall

250 Pro paid per Overall

450 Pro paid per Overall

250 Pro paid per Overall

1st - $1,200
2nd - $1,000
3rd - $950
4th - $850
5th - $700
6th - $600
7th - $500
8th - $400
9th - $300
10th - $250
11th - $200
12th - $200
13th - $150
14th - $150
15th - $150

1st - $900
2nd - $700
3rd - $600
4th - $500
5th - $400
6th - $300
7th - $250
8th - $200
9th - $200
10th - $175
11th - $150
12th - $150
13th - $150
14th - $125
15th - $100

1st - $1,000
2nd - $800
3rd - $600
4th - $500
5th - $400
6th - $250
7th - $200
8th - $200
9th - $175
10th - $125
11th - $125
12th - $125

1st - $800
2nd - $600
3rd - $500
4th - $400
5th - $350
6th - $300
7th - $200
8th - $200
9th - $200
10th - $150
11th - $150
12th - $150

Credentials for Triple Crown Series
Credentials are not mandatory however they allow for free gate admission for Pro riders and discounted gate fees for mechanics and team
personnel.
Credentials are not automatic access to the mechanics area. It will be mandatory to check in at each event to receive a “Track Access” wristband
to accompany the credential. (Staging for Practice will be check in point for mechanics)
More information on Credentials will be found below in the “Credential” section.
Credential Fees
**Credentials will be valid for all parts of the Triple Crown Series
*Credentials will not be hard cards, credential list to be at all Front gates of each events, to receive your weekend pass.
** Photo ID will be needed to check in at the gate

Pro Rider: $250
Mechanic: $250
Team Member: $250
Credentials will cover the cost of Gate fees into the Event. Riders and Team members will still have to sign the waiver when entering the Venue.
Credentials can be purchased at : MRCRacing.com or TripleCrownSeries.ca

Credential deadlines - May 20th

**ALL RIDERS MUST wear their earned/career Number. If they choose
not to, they will receive a $250 fine for every Event Number was not used.

Numbers10-99

Triple Crown Career/National Numbers
a. All riders must use the competition number that has been
assigned for the current season. This includes the Championship
number 1, career number or an earned national number.
b. Number 1
1. Current Champion must run the #1 for the respected
class/discipline they won in previous year
c. Numbers 2-9
1. Reserved for Past Champions from the previous competition year
may choose a permanent single digit career number if available.
d. Career Numbers 10-999

1. Riders that score in the Top 10 of combined
250/450 Class points, for Supercross, Arenacross
and Motocross COMBINED. (UPDATED for 2021)
2. Riders who fail to earn at least 25 championship points during the
season preceding the new season will lose their career number and
be issued a new number based on current points. Special
consideration is given to a rider if he/she is confirmed with a season
long injury or other special circumstance which prevents him from
competing that season.

1. Riders who finish outside the Top 10 (450/250 combined points) but inside the
top 100 will be assigned consecutive two digit numbers until the supply of two
digit numbers are exhausted.
2. The total combined points from the 450AX, 250AX, 450MX, 250MX, 450SX
and 250SX (Triple Crown series) classes will be used to determine the order.
National numbers are then issued according to highest to lowest total points. In
case of riders having the same amount of total points the tie is broken by the
best Moto finish for those riders. In the event you have a rider that rode just SX/
AX and one that rode AX, SX and MX, the tie would go to the rider that rode the
three parts of the series.
f. 101 through 110 : .Held for riders on Factory supported teams that would like to
participate in that year’s AX, MX or SX. Triple Crown champions
Previous year Triple Crown winners will have a “Gold trimmed” number plate for
the following Triple Crown series.
Triple Crown winner will NOT run a #1 plate, unless he or she won a AX/MX/SX
portion of the triple crown series, therefor they will run the #1 plate in the
respected class and series they won
Red Plate Holder
The rider with the highest points entering a round of the respected series
(AX,MX,SX) will race with a Red Background/White Number. If Red backgrounds
are not prepared (ie double header events) Rider or Mechanic must note it with
the Officials of the race
=The previous years Champion from the respected Series and Class will start the
series with the Red Backgrounds, and #1 plate.

Pertinent Rules
1) SIGN-IN
Riders must check-in at front gate in person to sign the waiver for insurance purposes. Online waivers must be signed for entry to be valid. Mechanics will
receive their Mechanic pass at the staging of first practice.
- To properly enter a class, each rider must complete and sign in ONLINE only for all Pro National Events. A One time late entry will be allowed per series: AX,
MX, SX. If the one time has been used and racer is not entered into event before deadline, that racer will not be permitted to race.

2) TRACKSIDE ACCESS
All mechanics and team managers wishing to have access to the track, starting area or mechanics signaling area must sign the necessary release waiver at
staging of first practice to receive the designated wristband to obtain track access. Credentials do not grant the holder access to the track, starting gate or
mechanics signaling area. ONLY one mechanic or representative per rider will be allowed starting line access. There is no fee associated with a mechanic’s
wristbands.
Riders who are not participating in the current track event are not permitted on the track or in the starting gate and mechanics signal areas. Photographers and
Media must also sign the appropriate waiver form and obtain the proper wristband or mediavest before entering the track.

3) PERSONAL VEHICLES
Utility Vehicles (UTVs): UTVs are permitted for transporting race materials to and from the start line ONLY. Under no circumstances are UTVs to be used for
personal transportation.
Golf Carts/Pit Bikes: The use of golf carts must be signed-off and permitted for use on Pro National weekends. Rental Cars: Rental cars are to be parked in the
designated parking areas only.

4) TRANSPONDERS
MRC will continue to use the AMB electric scoring system as used in previous National seasons. Transponders must mounted behind the number plate on either fork tube, facing upwards. Transponders
must be worn by the participating riders at all times while the rider is on the track, practice included. Any rider found to not have their transponder on their bike during the designated times will be black
flagged and subject to a $50 fine.
It is mandatory for teams to purchase transponders (if they have not already done so). Teams are also responsible for the adequate charging of the transponder prior to their riders participating in the
National weekend.
Rental Info: Transponders are available for rent at all rounds of the Triple Crown during the designated sign-in periods. All participants intending to rent a transponder must fill out a credit card
authorization form (on-site) to leave in exchange for the transponder. Any transponders not returned after the rental period will result in a $320 + HST Transponder Fee charged to the credit card on file on
the day of the national. This fee is non-refundable.
Please note that riders competing in both 450 and 250 classes in one day will only require one transponder for both classes. A print out of timed lap scores will be available at the MRC trailer following
each qualifier/moto. Print outs will not be available after practice sessions. Event results, series results and a report of individual lap times will be posted on the national series website –
www.triplecrownseries.com – following each national event.

5) TECHNICAL INSPECTION PROCEDURES - TECH INSPECTION WILL NOT TAKE PLACE FOR 2022
i) Participants will be issued a tech inspection sheet at sign-in for each respective class. The motorcycle brand, model, and race number are to be recorded and taken to the designated tech inspection
area.
ii) Mechanics are to report to the tech inspection area with their recorded information off the machine, plus their jersey/chest protector with matching numbers to that of their motorcycle.
iii) A MRC tech sticker will be placed on the front number plate.
iv) Tech stickers will not be issued if the following requirements are not met:
a) Tech sheet is not presented to the tech inspector.
b) Failure to produce jersey/chest protector with proper name and numbers.
c) Failure to have assigned MRC numbers with proper number/background color combination on all three number plates.
d) Number plates have non-approved stickers, number plate/sticker combinations or decals. (Section 13)
e) For Triple Crown events, front numbers must be a minimum of 6” high and side numbers a minimum of 4” high. (Section 13)
f) For Triple Crown Events, the production year of the motorcycle competing must be within ten years of the current year.
For prior approval of number/background design combinations, email info@jetwerx.ca with a digital rendering.
There will be no technical inspection prior to the commencement of the Triple Crown race day. If two motorcycles are to be used for practice or racing in one class, both motorcycles are to be approved
through tech inspection.
Riders will be permitted to use a second bike to race at each national. If one bike has a mechanical failure in practice, a qualifier or first moto, the rider may use a second bike providing it has gone
through tech inspection on the previous day to the National. A rider with two bikes is permitted to use both bikes in practice and qualifying providing their transponder has been transferred from their first
bike to their second.

7) SOUND TECHNICAL INSPECTION
Will not take place, for this season.

8) PRACTICE PROCEDURE
i) Participants are to report to the staging area 10 minutes prior to the start of practice.
ii) All motorcycles used for practice must have the proper MRC tech sticker affixed to their front number plate. Motorcycles without the proper sticker attached will not be permitted to
practice.
iii) Practice order will be according to the qualifier the rider has been assigned (ie. 1st qualifier, 1st practice).
iv) Practice starts must be made during the practice period. If a rider practices starts after he has received the checkered flag he will lose his fastest qualifying lap time.

9) STAGING FOR QUALIFIERS/MOTOS
- PLEASE REFER TO Chapter 2 Section c for all the info regarding Qualifying/staging/qualifying

10) MECHANIC SIGNAL AREA
- please refer to Chapter 4 Section A.3 for rules on attire and mechanics area

11) FLAGS
- PLEASE REFER TO Chapter 2 Section D for all the info regarding Flags

12) Timed Qualifying Procedures (450/250 Only)
MXTour
All riders, including the top ten riders from both the 250 Pro/Am and 450 Pro, past or current standings, will qualify on the morning of the National event.
In the event a current top ten rider in the standings does not qualify for the National, they will have one provisional awarded throughout the entire series to start in the back row.
The current top 20 riders (as of the current standings) will be placed in the first practice/timed qualifier. For the first National’s practice and timed qualifier, the top 20 will be determined by
the previous year’s overall standings in each respective class or according to the Head Referee. The remaining entries will receive their practice/timed qualifier according to the lottery
system.
Where the number of entries in either the 250 Pro/Am or 450 Pro class is 40 or less, all riders will qualify by the timed qualifying sessions to determine the staging order of the first National
moto.
Each class will be divided into two groups for one Free Practice, and one 15 minute timed qualifier. The top 40 riders with fastest times will be seeded into the motos and will be staged
according to their times. Lap times are calculated at the timing loop located at the finish line from the beginning of one lap to the end of the same lap. Times are calculated at the location
of the timing loop, not the checkered flag.

AXTour and SXTour
All riders will first qualify through day time Timed Qualifying, which will be seeded using current results or previous years rankings. There will be 2 timed qualifying
sessions per class.
In the event a current top ten rider in the standings does not qualify for the Main, they will have one provisional awarded throughout the entire series to start in the
back row. Granted One for AX, and one for SX.
AXTour - Top 10 riders from both classes will go to the “A Main” in their respected class, the remaining in both classes will combined to fill the gates of the “B Main”.
“A Main” will be Championship Points scoring, with each Main counting towards the series points.
SXTour - Top 12 riders from both classes will go to the “A Main” in their respected class, the remaining in both classes will combined to fill the gates of the “B Main”.
“A Main” will be Championship Points scoring, with each Main counting towards the series points.
_________
Any rider(s) cutting the course during the Timed Qualifiers in an attempt to improve their lap times will have their shortened lap time and next fastest lap time removed
from the Qualifier.
No points will be awarded for timed qualifying finishes.
All riders must begin the qualifying period at the starting line and ride in the direction of the track. Any rider found cutting the course to begin qualifying will have their
shortened lap time and next fastest lap time removed from the Qualifier.

13) 250cc Two-Stroke Eligibility
- Please refer to Chapter 1 under Section C in MRC Rulebook.

14) NUMBER PLATES

250 Front plate

450 Front plate

LINK HERE

15) Number Plate Specifications Number/background specifications:
a) Front:
- Allow 1 1⁄4” from top of number plate to top of number for MRC/Triple Crown/series sponsor decal
- Minimum number height 6”
- 1⁄4” background border from edge of number.
- No names, sponsor names/logos or any graphics of any description permitted within the number plate border.
- For 450, the background must be solid white, the numbers solid black. No shading behind numbers permitted.
- For 250, the background must be solid black, the numbers solid white. No shading behind numbers permitted.
b) Side plates:
- Allow 3” from back of side plate to number for MRC Pro MX decal. The entire Triple Crown decal must be placed within the designated number plate background.
- Minimum number height 4”
- 1⁄4” background border from edge of number
- No names, sponsor names/logos or any graphics of any description permitted within the number plate border.
- For 450, the background must be solid white, the numbers solid black. No shading behind numbers permitted.
- For 250, the background must be solid black, the numbers solid white. No shading behind numbers permitted.
Following are the required number/background color combinations: 250 Pro/Am - White numbers/Black background
450 Pro - Black numbers/White background
All 450/250 riders participating in a Triple Crown event must have their last name on the back of their riding uniform at the shoulder line. If a chest/back protector is
worn, the rider’s name and assigned number must be visible either on the jersey or on the chest/back protector. No abbreviations or nick names will be accepted. All
letters and numbers must be no less than 1 1⁄2” high, and must be contrasting to the color of the background. The rider’s number on the back of their jersey/chest
protector must coincide with their numbers displayed on their number plates. For Pro Nationals, this requirement applies to all practices, qualifiers and races. A rider
will not be permitted on the track if their name and numbers are not displayed on their back. If a rider is found on the track during practice or qualifying they will have
their fastest lap time taken away. The MRC logo must be displayed on the left or right chest of the jersey.

16) Appeals and Protests
●
●

Please refer to Chapter 6 of the MRC Pro Rulebook
Payments will be collected by an MRC Official for both Protest and Appeals

17) Pit Parking
All teams with trailers 36’-53’ must be present at the track according to the time schedule listed on Page 2 in order to receive their predetermined pit parking area.
Those reporting after this time will be placed in the best possible area that the pit area can accommodate. No other vehicles will be allowed on-site before this time.
Trailers parking prior to this time will be subjected to a $150.00 fine.

18) Credentials
Series credentials will only be available to participants and their mechanics once a 2022 MRC racing license has been issued. The license number is to be included in
each application.
Credentials will be issued to riders, mechanics, managers and team transport vehicle drivers. No family, friends or significant others are eligible.
Credentials will not grant the wearer access to the starting line, mechanics signal area or trackside. Credentials are for gate entry into the event only and are not
available for amateur riders.
NOTE: No credential applications will be accepted without payment, including teams. Credentials will not be issued on-site. Deadlines must be met in order to acquire
series credentials. Sorry, no exceptions. If riders, mechanics and/or team managers do not submit their application before the deadline they will have to pay FULL
gate admission at all rounds.
For Credential and Licensing, go to TripleCrownSeries.ca and click-on “Pro Rider Services”.

*All other Rules will be referred to in the 2022 MRC Rulebook

Track Locations
Kamloops, BC
Whispering Pines MX
10123 Adrenaline Drive Kamloops, BC Canada V2B 8S4
Drummheller, AB
DORVA MX

51.433397037434624, -112.69268881534308
Pilot Mound, MB
Prairie Hill MX
49.24878326507187, -98.94948558383128

Ottawa, ON
Sand Del Lee MX

2980 Conley Rd
Ashton, ON
Moncton, NB
Riverglade MX

45950 Homestead Rd
Sailbury, NB

Walton, ON
Walton Raceway
42932 Walton Rd
Walton, ON

Deschambault, QC
Deschambault MX
356 3e Rang E
Deschambault, QC

Courtland, ON
Gopher Dunes
4385 hwy 59
Courtland, ON

Walton, ON
Walton Raceway
42932 Walton Rd
Walton, ON

West Host Hotels
Kamloops Host Hotel : The Hue Hotel - Code for reservations “Triple Crown Racing”
Address: 1529 Hugh Allan Dr, Kamloops, BC V1S 1P4
Phone: (778) 471-1411

Drumheller Hotel : The Canalta Hotel - Code for reservations “Triple Crown Series”
Address: 1103 AB-9, Drumheller, AB T0J 0Y0
Phone: (403) 823-7700

Pilot Mound Hotel : Call’s Inn Hotel - Code for reservation “Triple Crown Series”
125 Broadway Avenue E
BOX 64
Pilot Mound, Manitoba
R0G 1P0
callinns@gmail.com
www.callinns.com
**Additional Hotels in Morden,MB
(204) 825-2800

